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Abstract
“Most governments are now alive to the advertising and propaganda value of postage stamps”

Sir Dudley Stamp (1966)

Professor of Geography

Seventy years after the formation of the United Nations, the world continues to be plagued by civil disorder, territorial claims and border disputes. Currently, there are some 150 claims and disputes still outstanding.

Previous published work has revealed that postage stamps have played a key role in the propaganda associated with territorial disputes in Latin American countries. This dissertation aims to ascertain whether this finding holds true for disputes outside of Latin America and to what extent postage stamp propaganda can influence these various disputes.

This study then describes and examines the background of 20 selected territorial claims and two special situations in small territories in Europe, European Colonies and Asia. The disputes form a cross section of those which have occurred over the last 125 years. A brief historical and geographical review is included along with the known causation and the actual or possible solution to each dispute.

Written and visual evidence is collected and presented to illustrate the role played by postage stamps in the propaganda associated with these selected small territorial disagreements. When appropriate, the relevant postal history is described and postage stamp examples illustrated.

The results indicate that, in the disputes studied, violence and loss of life was endemic at some stage in the dispute. Potential or real economic gain was not the obvious prime trigger factor which initiated the dispute. Further analysis of the findings indicates that postage stamps do play an important role in the propaganda associated with territorial claims in Europe, European Colonies and in Asia. Specific examples are identified in which the role of the stamp proved to be a key item in exacerbating the discord further. No clear evidence could be demonstrated to indicate that the effects differed significantly in geographic or political terms between Europe and her Colonies. There is some evidence that stamp usage for political purposes may be more frequently used in recent years than in the past. In Asia, Japan has not utilised stamps for propaganda purposes in her territorial disputes.

Postage stamps are a powerful source of political propaganda and can play an important role in territorial claims.
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Preamble

“Postage stamps have started wars, propagated vicious political ideologies, publicized tourist resorts and industries, idolized tyrants and immortalised generally unknown persons”

Edward A. Kehr (1947)

U.S. Stamp Dealer

Figure 3: Politicians, Disputes, War, Boundaries and Postage Stamps¹

¹ See page 180
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2. The Author in the South Orkney Islands.


5. 1943 stamp of Honduras.

6. Honduras stamp of 1960, celebrating the original boundary arbitration.

7. Bolivian map stamp of 1928 claiming the Chaco.

8. Paraguayan map stamp claiming the Chaco.

9. German propaganda stamps of WW2 with Communist and Jewish symbols along with legitimate stamps.

10. British propaganda stamp; German Empire/Ruined Empire

11. British anti-Nazi propaganda stamps

12. German propaganda parody forgeries of British stamps.

13. British occupation of German East Africa.


15. German propaganda stamp and post card.

16. USA produced propaganda parody of Himmler.

17. Falkland Islands stamps celebrating Margaret Thatcher.

18. Rockall’s position in relation to the UK and Iceland.

19. Rockall’s pyramidal rock with beacon on top and guano.


23. UK fishing zones pre- and post- the UN Convention signing.

24. Recent hydrocarbon discoveries in the Rockall Basin.

25. Greenpeace’s flag of Waveland (Rockall).
27. Faroe Islands stamps and the Continental Shelf Dispute.
28. Flag of the Free State of Fiume and the City of Rijeka.
31. Stamps produced for the Regency of Carnaro.
32. D’Annunzio on Fiume stamp.
34. Stamp: Austro-Hungary (1870).
35. Stamp: Hungary (1871).
36. Stamp: Hungary (1900).
41. Stamp: Incorporation into Italy (1924).
42. Stamp: Italian occupation of Fiume and Kupa (1941).
44. Stamp: Overprinted Italian stamps for Yugoslav occupation (1945).
46. Poster for the Postal History of Fiume.
47. Post WW1 Settlements.
48. Protests against the Polish Corridor.
49. German propaganda poster.
50. Memorial to Bogumil Linka.
51. Arms and Flag of Marienwerder
52. First Specific plebiscite issue for Marienwerner, 1920
54. Overprinted Marienwerder plebiscite stamps.
55. Third issue of Marienwerder plebiscite stamps.
56. Memel: geographic location.
57. Flag of Memel.
58. Kingdom of Prussia.
59. North German Confederation.
60. German Empire.
61. League of Nations Administration.
62. League of Nations (German Stamps).
63. Lithuanian Occupation.
64. Lithuanian currency change.
65. Union of Memel and Lithuania.
66. German occupation (Third Reich).
67. German Occupation of Lithuania.
68. Occupation by the Soviet Union.
69. Independent Lithuania.
70. Letter posted in 1920 from Memel.
71. Flag and Arms of Allenstein.
72. East Prussia: Allenstein Administrative region.
73. Plebiscite July 11th 1920.
74. The overprint wording of plebiscite stamps.
75. The large range of plebiscite stamps.
76. Poland’s 10th and 20th anniversary celebration
77. Germany celebrating Allenstein Castle, 1935.
78. Flag and Arms of Malmedy and Eupen.
79. Map of the location of Eupen, Malmedy and St. Vith.
80. Re-incorporation of Eupen and Malmedy into Germany, 1940.
81. First overprinted stamps of 1920.
82. Replacement overprints of Belgian Occupation of Eupen and Malmedy, 1920-1.
83. Stamps of Prussia, 1861, North German Confederation, 1868, German Empire, 1902.
84. Belgium excluding Eupen and Malmedy.
85. Issues during the German occupation of Belgium, 1943 and Liberation, 1944.
86. Tri-lingual Belgium.
87. Flag and Arms of Hlučín.
88. Czech map of the Hlucinsko (Hultschin) Region.
89. “The wronging of the Hultschin people“.
90. Protest card against the loss of German lands.
91. Areas of Silesian Plebiscite excluding Hultschin.
92. German stamps celebrating the transfer of Sudetenland and Hultschin, 1938.
93. Overprinted Czech stamps with slogan and swastika used locally.
94. Local mail with overprinted Czech stamps, 1938.
95. Postcard of German occupation of Hlučín.
96. Irredentist unofficial stamp.
97. Propaganda photograph of German troop welcome, 1938.
98. Flag and Arms of Silesia.
100. Opening of the First session of Parliament (Sejm).
101. “Teschen comes to Poland”.
103. Polish stamps with “SO 1920”.
105. 1920, new Polish stamp proposed for plebiscite.
106. Envelope with stamps promoting the plebiscite.
109. The flag of Upper Silesia.  
110. Partition of Upper Silesia.  
111. Upper Silesia: plebiscite stamps.  
112. Inter Allied Commission overprints.  
113. Polish issues for Upper Silesia.  
114. Silesian uprisings.  
115. 50th Anniversary of the Silesian Insurrection.  
116. Plebiscite Publicity Posters  
117. Silesian Uprising Monument, Katowice.  
118. Map and location of Benin.  
119. Position of Ouidah on the Bite of Benin.  
120. Stamp of St. Tomé and Principe.  
121. Postage stamp used for Portuguese African Colonies.  
122. Stamp of Dahomey celebrating Annexation.  
123. The restored Fort of Ouidah.  
124. Location of Caprivi Strip.  
125. Enlarged area of Caprivi with adjacent national borders.  
127. Flag of Caprivi Homeland.  
128. Arms of Caprivi Homeland.  
129. Stamps of British Bechuanaland.  
130. German stamps overprinted SWA.  
131. Example of German Colonial Omnibus stamps.  
132. Caprivi Strip on SWA stamp.  
133. German Archival map of Wituland circa 1889.
134. Map of the location of Witu and the Port of Lamu, East Africa.
135. Clement and Gustav Denhardt.
136. Celebration of Germany’s 50th anniversary of cessation of Heligoland.
137. Stamps attributed to Wituland.
138. Wituland (Malakote) stamp, 1890.
139. British East Africa stamps used in Witu.
140. German East African stamps, 1890.
141. Letter sent from Lamu Postal Office, 1891.
142. British flag used in Witu and German Empire flag.
143. The East and West African medal, 1887-1900.
144. Map of East Africa prior to WW1 indicating colonial boundaries.
145. Enlarged area of the Lower Rovuma River.
146. Stamps of Laurenco Marques with double overprint.
147. Letter showing use of Kionga overprint.
148. Overprinted German stamp for use in German East Africa.
149. Mount Paget (2,934 m.), South Georgia.
150. Map of South Georgia.
151. Old Whaling Station, Grytviken, South Georgia.
152. Sir Ernest Shackleton’s Grave, Grytviken.
153. HMS Endurance, photograph and postage stamp of 1992
154. King Edward Point – army barracks and base, Grytviken.
155. First stamp of South Georgia, depicting Mount Sugartop.
156. Centenary of Captain Cook’s visit and possession of South Georgia.
157. “First Re-occupation of Falklands, South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands”.
158. Mini sheet of stamps from South Georgia.
159. Stamp of sealing boats.
160. The sealers “Albatros’ and “Dios” at Grytviken, South Georgia.
162. Glacier snout, Larsen Harbour, Drygalski Fjord.
163. Norwegian Church, Grytviken.
164. Stamp illustrating the Norwegian Church.
165. Margaret Thatcher, UK Prime Minister.
166. South Orkney Islands – midsummer.
167. Going ashore, South Orkney Islands.
168. Laurie Island, South Orkney Group.
169. Map of the South Orkney Islands.
170. Map of Laurie Island, South Orkneys.
171. 43rd Anniversary of First Argentine Antarctic Mail.
172. 50th Anniversary of Argentine Post Office.
173. 100 Years of the Argentine Base and Post Office.
174. First stamp of the South Orkneys.
175. Celebration of the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.
176. The Scotia, the ship used by the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.
177. The British Base, Signy Island.
178. The Inaccessible Islands.
179. MS Schwabenland.
180. Map of Queen Maud Land, East Antarctica with New Schwabenland.
181. Operation Tabarin.
182. Amundsen, the originator of the Norwegian Antarctic Claim.
183. Queen Maud Land.
184. Relationship of the South Sandwich Islands to South Georgia.
185. Southern Thule Islands.
186. Island views: Candelmas and Thule Islands.
187. Map stamp of South Sandwich Islands.
188. Philatelic reminder of Captain Cook’s discovery of South Sandwich Islands.
189. Raising the Union Jack at Thule Island.
190. Arms of Portuguese India and Coin of 1799.
191. Fishing, Cochin, India.
192. Location of Diu in relationship to Daman.
193. St. Pauls Church, Diu.
194. Map of Dedra and Ngar Havili.
195. Location of Daman.
196. Map of Goa.
197. St. Catherine’s Cathedral, Old Goa.
198. The Cathedral, Goa.
199. Church in Old Goa.
200. Local stamp of Portuguese India, 1874.
201. Map stamp of Daman despite loss of Dadra and Nagar Havili.
202. Last stamp produced for Portuguese India.
203. Kuril Islands with years of political change.
204. Overprinted and inverted stamp for the Kurils and Sakhalin.
206. Three Brothers, Kurile Islands
207. Atlasova and its active volcano.
208. Remains of women’s gulag, Atlasova, Kurils.
209. Paramushir and Shumshu Islands, Kurils.
210. Matua Island, Kurils.
211. Sumshir Island, Kurils.
212. Yankicho Island, Kurils.
213. Museum, Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, Sakhalin, Russia.
214. Bogus stamps of Kuril wildlife.
215. Location of Liancourt (Dokdo).

216. Distance measurements of Liancourt Rocks.


218. Lighthouse, Dokdo Island.


221. 2004 wildlife series of South Korea featuring Dokdo.


226. Hungarian overprinted stamps, acquisition of Southern Carpatho-Ukraine.

227. C.S.P. overprinted Hungarian stamps.

228. Hungarian overprinted stamps for Transcarpathian Ukraine.


229A Post card from Jasina

230. Overprinted Hungarian envelope, Chust, 1944.


232. Post card sent from Jasina, 1936.

233. Ruthenian Homeland.

234. Flag of British Central Africa.

235. Map of the location of Chinde and BCA.

236. Mail from BCA with Chinde cancellation.

237. Unused BCA stamp.

238. Arms of Chinde, Portuguese Mozambique and Quelimane.

239. Registered letter sent via Chinde.

240. Post cards sent from Chinde, 1908.
241. Post card from Chinde Township, East Africa. 212
242. Waterfront, Chinde, during British Concession. 212
243. Registered letter with multiple Chinde cancellations. 213
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